A Barrel Dumper is a very key piece of drum dumper equipment, which is indispensable to any business that utilizes drums to any significant degree. Many businesses that operate large industrial facilities make extensive use of 30- and 55-gallon drums. Very often, these drums are utilized by companies that manufacture or distribute either chemicals or liquid or solid food products. Due in large part to their weight coupled with the frequency with which they’re used, drums necessitate specialized equipment to efficiently maneuver them.

When full, these drum barrels are extremely heavy and necessitate the use of heavy-duty barrel drum tipper to efficiently dump them, maneuver them, and empty their contents.

One key reason for industrial companies to purchase and employ drum dumpers is basic ergonomics and worker safety. The task of manually emptying a single, full 55-gallon drum would place very significant physical strain on any worker. Asking a worker to empty several drums one after the other would be extraordinarily ill advised from a health-care standpoint.

Mechanized stationary barrel dumper equipment, when properly used, virtually eliminates the chance of a worker injury caused by emptying a barrel. These hydraulic barrel dumper models operate at the push of a button, freeing the employee from any lifting or bending. Apart from protecting workers from strain and injury, drum dumpers also dramatically increase the speed and effectiveness with which drum dumping is handled, thus enabling the facility to operate much more efficiently. They allow a single worker to quickly and efficiently empty many drums during a short period of time. For large, busy factories and distribution centers that dispense many drums on regular timetables, the speed and efficiency that these drum dumpers provide is vitally important.